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Time to rethink. Everyone who wants to be a successful leader in a

canteen or commercial kitchen today can no longer manage merely

with his  “culinary creativity“. On the contrary, every good kitchen

manager must set himself a complex logistical and organisational

management task. In this HUPFER® is with him all the way.

Beside planning, purchasing and production, logistical functions are

becoming of increasing importance in the modern commercial kitchen.

We make provision for these logistical functions by carefully 

thought-out products and systems - for an uninterrupted process chain

centred around the satisfied customer, whose requirements are met to

the best possible extent.
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In the process of optimising daily working procedures in canteen and

commercial kitchens, “logistic“ functions such as storage, transpor-

tation, preparation, organisation, distribution, keeping food

warm, regeneration and serving are today becoming every more

important in comparison to the traditional “production“ functions such

as cooking and baking. We develop and produce products and

systems specially tailored to each individual logistical function. 

Our broad product range provides the links in forming an uninterrupted

process chain in every commercial kitchen. At the same time, the

great extent of the product range of our whole programme ensures

that the individual demands and requirements of a kitchen manager

can also be fulfilled. Only in this way can the work of the kitchen team

become more efficient, more economical and smoother. With our 

clients in mind our thinking and business is orientated to the following

model:

Maximisation of client benefits

Instead of striving primarily for maximisation of profits, all efforts are

directed at offering our clients the greatest possible benefits.

Strictly client-orientated

Maintaining constant close contact with the working environment of

our clients enables us to be strictly client-orientated.

Demands

We are not satisfied with average performance. Only the highest

demands on the quality of the work of our partners, suppliers and 

servicing companies ensures the top performance required for 

maximisation of benefits.

Concentration not wastage

We concentrate exclusively on building up our core competencies 

and strengths.

All contact is a positive experience

We want all our clients contact with us to be a positive experience 

for them.

Global

The World is our market, in both sales and purchasing we think and

trade globally.
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Our optimisation philosophy for commercial kitchens is primarily

concentrated on beneficial areas such as: 

Simplification of the work and procedures
Organisation
Space-saving measures
Ergonomics
Safety at work
Hygiene
Ease of cleaning
Efficiency
Economy

We understand the maximisation of benefits in these areas to be a

real challange which we have been tackling for many years and 

turning into innovative and application-orientated products. In the

design and development of our products we get down to the smallest

detail, only in this way can the best possible results be achieved. 

The positive response from the market constantly proves the undisputed

high level of HUPFER® products. Our permanent commitment to top

performance, modernity and innovation forms the basis for our 

succesful presence on the international market for over 125 years.

We are the specialists in kitchen logistics.

With us you have your process chain under control!
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Saving space is an important subject in every commercial kitchen.

Everything must be stored as rationally as possible

while being within view and corresponding to regulations.

Problems of space are a pressing consideration and storage space

is expensive. We specialise in solving these problems.

HUPFER® products for “STORAGE“ logistics are established 

worldwide. Our supply programme includes both equipment

targeted especially to the most widely different requirements and

specifications and functional stainless steel furniture as well as fixed

or mobile shelf units and storage equipment for broad areas of

use. All products are made under clean conditions and meet strict

hygiene requirements.

Container carts
Lid stands

In-counter dispenser
Mobile shelving units

Meat and sausage hanger
GN-container and shelves

Spice trolley 
ISOBOX®

Free standing shelving systems
Platform trolley

Gastronorm trolley
Mobile stool

Easy rider shelving
Plate transport trolley

Plate dispenser
Wall shelving systems

Bases
Stainless steel furniture

S T O R A G E



The innovative spirit of our engineers and technicians, a clearly

structured development process and production on the most modern

production lines lead to products which more than satisfy the high

demands and hygiene requirements of the commercial kitchen.

Regardless of whether it is a matter of transporting hot and

cold dishes, or whether plates, cups, glasses, cutlery, food or the like

must be transported from one place to another - the provision of 

products for “TRANSPORTATION“ logistics has been one of our

strengths for more than 30 years. Our multifaceted and well-planned

product range always offers an optimal solution for every conceivable

transport task in commercial catering.

Clearing trolley
Cutlery trolley
Platform dispenser
Mobile shelving units
Conveyor systems
Spice trolley
ISOBOX®

Coffee-dispensing trolley
Potato and vegetable washing trolley
Basket and tray cart
Basket dispenser
Platform trolley
Gastronorm trolley
Mobile stool
Serving trolley
Mobile bains maries
Food-transport trolley
Tray-transport trolley
Tray dispenser
Plate dispenser
Plate transport trolley
Transport trolley
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T R A N S P O R T A T I O N



A working  environment optimally designed with regard to 

functional and ergonomic aspects helps stress-free management of

the daily time pressure in a commercial kitchen. Vegetables or

potatoes are washed, food prepared, pots, pans, knives, crockery

and other equipment are transported from one work space to 

another, positioned and placed. “PREPARATION“ logistics are a 

comprehensive subject in every commercial kitchen. For some

decades now we have been specialised in covering precisely this

logistical function with a broad product programme. We develop

and produce functional and ergonomically perfected stainless steel

furniture and equipment for very different usage purposes 

and individual requirements.
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Baking tray stands
Container trolley
Conveyor systems
GN-container and shelves 
Potato and vegetable washing trolley
Basket dispenser
Basket trolley
Kitchen stool
Free standing shelving units
Gastronorm trolley
Mobile stool
Wall shelving systems
Work tables
Work cupboards

P R E P A R A T I
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The subject of “ORGANISATION“ is becoming ever more 

important in well organised commercial catering on a daily basis.

Lots of equipment must be stored in very limited space. Pan lids

must be stored in an optimum way, dirty crockery is cleared away,

trays are transported. Spices must always be within reach and 

kitchen waste must be sorted properly and according to 

regulations. As far as organising food or non-food products is 

concerned, we offer equipment specially developed for the 

respective applications, with which you can increase efficiency 

and economy of working processes to a considerable degree.
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Waste containers
Waste collectors
Clearing trolleys
Baking-tray stands
Container cart
Cutlery trolley
Lid stand
Meat and sausage hanger
GN-container and shelves
Spice trolley
Basket dispenser
Free standing shelving systems
Gastronorm trolley
Mobile stool
Easy rider shelving
Tray-clearing trolley
Tray-transport trolley
Wall shelving systems
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Platform dispenser
Conveyor systems
GN-container and shelves
Spice trolley
ISOBOX®

Basket and tray cart
Basket dispenser
Power dispenser
Gastronorm trolley
Serving trolley
Mobile bains maries
Food-transport trolley
Station trolley
Tray-transport trolley
Tray dispenser
Plate dispenser

D I S T R I B U T I O

Every day hot and cold dishes are transported distributed, served

and delivered. These are challenges which the kitchen manager

must continually meet since they are tasks which must be solved in

an optimum manner. We provide special equipment for

food distribution and food transportation, right up to the return of

crockery to reduce the load on the kitchen team and to ensure a

smooth routine. HUPFER® equipment is an example of processing

quality and ease of cleaning so that the high hygiene

regulations can be maintained during food handling.

We are the specialists in “DISTRIBUTION“ kitchen logistics.

N
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“KEEPING FOOD WARM“ - a hot issue in commercial catering.

Hot food must be prepared and transported, made ready

for distribution or even delivery off the premises.

Then, while strictly maintaining the required serving temperature,

it has to be at the right place at the right time.

We also provide special equipment for this purpose.

Our equipment is ergonomically perfected and constructed in an

extremely functional manner - for the sake of efficient and

economical working procedures in every commercial kitchen.

In-counter dispenser
Platform dispenser
ISOBOX®

Heated basket dispenser
Power dispenser
Mobile bains maries
Food-transport trolley
Plate dispenser
Warming cupboards
Thermal bridge
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Banquet system
Gastronorm trolley
Plate dispenser
Plate transport trolley
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We arranging conferences, banquets or galas it is always a matter

of bringing together the highest distribution efficiency with table

presentation. Vast numbers of plates are stored, transported and

prepared, have food placed on them and are stored in a cooled

state until regeneration. Hundreds of portions must be prepared for

consumption at exactly the right time, only in this way can the 

service be optimised. We can help in fulfilling this demanding task,

our equipment and product systems for “REGENERATION“

logistics permits working processes to be optimised and therefore

be more efficient.

NR E G E N E R A T I O N



Container trolley
Cutlery trolley
Platform dispenser
In-counter dispenser
Conveyor systems
GN-container and shelves
ISOBOX®

Coffee-dispensing trolley
Basket dispenser
Power dispenser
Serving trolley
Mobile bains maries
Food-transport trolley
Station trolley
Tray-transport trolley
Tray dispenser
Plate dispenser
Plate transport trolley
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S E R V I N G

Regardless of whether you are dispensing hot or cold food, drinks,

plates, cups or glasses - problems will occur without professional

equipment. The efficiency of the working process is influenced con-

siderably by the “Hardware“ specially tailored to individual require-

ments and demands. HUPFER® products have an important role in

the provision of economical working processes in the commercial

kitchen internationally. “SERVING“ - we are the specialists in this

important kitchen logistical function.
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